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P U R P O S E

I am here, this is who I am, and this is what I

would like to see happen.

In the end, it is the gift of God that a man

should walk with his hands and enjoy the fruit

of his labor.

Creation is the highest calling of a man.

Bringing into something that wasn't into

something that is.

You can only create what you can see in your

mind first - this is the First Creation. 

You can’t give birth to something you

haven't thought of.
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Leadership is required of every man- it is our

way of declaring to the world how we see that

we can make something better - and the

solution we see excites us and makes us want

to recruit others to support us or join in

alongside us!

Leadership is influence - nothing more,

nothing less

What makes a good man? What stands out

most about him?

He is authentic. Genuine. Real. 

They have passion. 

They have LIFE in them. 

Nothing great was done alone. It requires

you to do it with other people.

-John Maxwell
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The purpose of masculinity is to lend  strength

to the world around us

Our individual expression of our masculinity is

our way of declaring to the world: I am here,

this is who I am, and this is what I would like to

see happen.

You don’t wanna be a wallpaper, you wanna

be known and your presence felt. Be

present. Be fully comfortable with yourself.

The masculine man projects his intentions to

the world and looks for the open doors of

commonality, like mindedness, and interest to

walk through.

We respect that each man has his calling and

we expect them to respect ours.
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One man may be called to save the forests to

ensure oxygen and healthy environments exist

for our future, while another man feels that

clean water to impoverished nations of the

world is the highest priority to save lives.  

It is not for us to expect that everyone has the

same calling we do. If they all did, the world

would not survive the mass of unmet needs. 

But, if each man will listen to his heart and do

what HE is UNIQUELY called to do, all of the

needs of mankind and of the world will be

easily met. 

If you don’t live out your calling, we are all the

less because of it and must be distracted from

our calling to fill in the gaps from time to time.

Carry your weight.

Do your measure of good in the world or

reduce the suffering of others - but at least,

don’t make things worse!
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T H E  P R O O F  O F  W O R T H
E D G A R  A L B E R T  G U E S T

Though victory's proof of the skill you possess,
Defeat is the proof of your grit;

A weakling can smile in his days of success,
But at trouble's first sign he will quit.

So the test of the heart and the test of your pluck
Isn't skies that are sunny and fair,

But how do you stand to the blow that is struck
And how do you battle despair?

A fool can seem wise when the pathway is clear
And it's easy to see the way out,

But the test of man's judgment is something to
fear,

And what does he do when in doubt?
And the proof of his faith is the courage he shows

When sorrows lie deep in his breast;
It's the way that he suffers the griefs that he

knows
That brings out his worst or his best.
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The test of a man is how much he will bear
For a cause which he knows to be right,

How long will he stand in the depths of despair,
How much will he suffer and fight?

There are many to serve when the victory's near
And few are the hurts to be borne,

But it calls for a leader of courage to cheer
The men in a battle forlorn.

It's the way you hold out against odds that are
great

That proves what your courage is worth,
It's the way that you stand to the bruises of fate

That shows up your stature and girth.
And victory's nothing but proof of your skill,

Veneered with a glory that's thin,
Unless it is proof of unfaltering will,

And unless you have suffered to win.
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Make it your aim to suffer and struggle to win.

Don't shrink away from struggle

Without challenge, there is no change

So lean into the challenge

In all of it, you’re gonna find your purpose, and live

to see the glory.


